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A new version of this, by Krishna Kumar, is available. Features include – Meets the Student Registry PhD dissertation guidelines and CUED PhD guidelines Supports LaTeX, XeLaTeX and LuaLaTeX Adaptive Title Page: Title page adapts to title length Title page with both College and University crests.
Print/On-line Version: Different layout and hyper-referencing styles Predefined and custom fonts (Times/Fourier/Latin Modern) with Mathematical Support Supports System Fonts (XeLaTeX) Predefined and Custom Bibliography Style Support (Author year/ Numbered/customized) Custom page styles: 3
Different header/footer styles Predefined and custom margin size A separate abstract with the title of the thesis and the author's name along with the title page can be generated by passing the argument abstract to the document class. Option to generate only specific chapters and references without the
frontmatter and title page. Useful for monitoring and corrections. Draft mode: Design watermark, time stamp, version numbering and line numbering July 2018: On CUED's central Linux system, you must change preamble/preamble.tex, with comments on the \usepackage{siunitx} ... by putting a sign of
one % at the beginning of it. (some of our packages are too outdated) Downloading older versions is still available, but no longer supported. A LaTeX/XeLaTeX/LuaLaTeX PhD thesis template for Cambridge University Engineering Department. Author(s) Features meets the Student Registry PhD
dissertation guidelines and CUED PhD guidelines Supports LaTeX, XeLaTeX and LuaLaTeX Adaptive Title Page: Title page adapts to title length Title page with both College and University crests. Print/On-line Version: Different layout and hyper-referencing styles Predefined and custom fonts
(Times/Fourier/Latin Modern) with Mathematical Support Supports System Fonts (XeLaTeX) Predefined and Custom Bibliography Style Support (Author year/ Numbered/customized) Custom page styles: 3 Different header/footer styles Predefined and custom margin size A separate abstract with the title
of the thesis and the author's name along with the title page can be generated by passing the argument abstract to the document class. Option to generate only specific chapters and references without the frontmatter and title page. Useful for monitoring and corrections. Concept mode: Design watermark,
time stamp, version numbering and line numbering Add supervisor and/or advisor to your thesis or MPhil report A LyX template is now available at Build your thesis - XeLaTeX With latexmk (Unix/Linux/Windows) This template supports the template by XeLaTeX. To generate PDF run latexmk -xelatex
thesis.tex makeindex thesis.nlo -s nomencl.ist -o thesis.nls latexmk -xelatex -g thesis.tex Building your thesis - LuaLaTeX Using latexmk (Unix/Linux/Windows) This template supports LuaLaTeX compilation chain. Generating PDF run latexmk -pdflatex=lualatex -pdf thesis.tex Building your thesis - LaTeX /
PDFLaTeX Using Using Using (Unix/Linux/Windows) This template supports latexmk. To generate DVI, PS and PDF run latexmk -dvi -ps -pdf thesis.tex Using the make file (Unix/Linux) The template supports PDF, DVI and PS formats. All three formats can be generated with the included Makefile. To
build the PDF version of your thesis, run: make This building procedure uses pdflatex with bibtex and will produce thesis.pdf. To use pdflatex with biblatex, you must run: make BIB_STRATEGY=biblatex To use XeLaTeX, you must run: make BUILD_STRATEGY=xelatex or use biblatex
BUILD_STRATEGY=xelatex BIB_STRATEGY=biblatex LuaLaTeX, you have to run: make BUILD_STRATEGY =lualatex or make biblatex BUILD_STRATEGY =lualatex BIB_STRATEGY=biblatex To produce DVI and PS versions of your document, you must perform: make BUILD_STRATEGY=latex This
will use the latex command to build the document and will produce thesis.dvi, thesis.ps and thesis.pdf documents. You need psutils installed Clean Unwanted Files To clean unwanted junk (all LaTeX auto-generated files), run: clean Note: the Makefile itself is taking from and serviced on here. Shell script
for PDFLaTeX (Unix/Linux) Use: sh ./compile-thesis.sh [OPTIONS] [file name] [option] compile: Compiles the PhD Thesis [option] clean: deletes temporary files - no file name required Using the batch file on Windows OS (PDFLaTeX) Open command prompt and navigate to the directory with the tex file.
Run: 'compile-thesis-windows.bat'. Alternatively, double-click compile-thesis-windows.bat Use details Thesis such as title, author, year, degree, etc., and other meta-data can be changed to thesis info.tex Class options The class file, PhDThesisPSnPDF, is based on the standard book class It supports the
following custom options in the document class in thesis.tex (Use \documentclass[a4paper,11pt,print]{PhDThesisPSnPDF}) a4paper (standard according to university guidelines) or a5paper: Paper size 11pt or 12pt: Cambridge University guidelines recommend a minimum font size of 11pt (12pt is
preferred) and 10pt for footnotes. This template also supports 10pt. oneside or twoside (standard): This is especially useful for printing double silk (twoside) or single side. printing: supports print and online version with different page margins and hyperlink styles. Use print in the options to activate Print
version with the right margins and page layout and display styles. If you leave the option field blank, the online version is activated. custommargin: You change the margin dimension for both the print and online versions using the keyword custommargin in the options. Then you define the dimensions of
the margin in the preamble.tex file: \RequirePackage[left=37mm,right=30mm,top=35mm,bottom=30mm]{geometry} \setFancyHdr \fi \setFancyHdr should be called when using custom margins for the correct header/footer dimensions \ifsetMargin has been abolished, use \ifsetCustomMargin instead. index:
Include this option index, which is placed at the end of the thesis. Instructions on how to use the index can be found here. Note: The makeidx package is used to create the index. Abstract: This option allows only the title page of the thesis and the abstract to be printed with title and author. Chapter: This
option allows only the specified chapter and references. Useful for monitoring and corrections. concept: The default concept mode supports a number of special features, such as line numbers, images, and water marker with time stamp and custom text. The position of the text can be changed in
preamble.tex. draftclassic: This mode is similar to the default draft mode in the book class. Images are not loaded. lineno: Enables pagewise line numbering on the outer edge. Turn off line numbering by specifying nolineno in the options. flushleft: The university recommends using frayed right turn or
flushing left alignment for texts. The reason for this is that a text can exclude a particular text. Dyslexic people find it difficult to read justified text. You enable the havelessly right option in the document class by passing the flushleft argument. By default, left and right flush. Title page The front page (title
page) is adjusted to the title length. You change the options to thesis info.tex. \subtitle (optional): Adds a subtitle to your thesis. \college (optional): This option adds the name of your college in the lower left. If \college is defined, the bottom of the title page looks like this: King's College 2014 If \college is not
defined or empty, the diploma date is centered. 2014 The template provides support to having both university and university combs or just one of the combs. \collegeshield (optional): Includes college crest in addition to the university crest. Formats the layout on the front page. Abstract separated A
separate summary with the title of the PhD and the candidate name must be submitted to the Student Register. This can be generated using the abstract option in the document class. Ignore following warnings about skipping sections (if any). To generate the individual summary and title page, verify that
the following commands are in the preamble section of the thesis.tex file: \ifdefineAbstract \includeonly{Abstract} \fi Chapter mode Chapter mode The user can only print specific chapters, along with references. By default, it excludes everything else in the anterior matter and attachments. This can be done
by using the chapter option in the document class in the thesis.tex. Ignore following warnings about skipping sections (if any). If you summariz and generate the title page, verify that the following commands are in the preamble section of the thesis.tex file: \ifdefineChapter \includeonly{Chapter3/chapter3}
\fi Draft draft adds a watermark draft text with timestamp and version number at the top or the bottom of the page of the page. Pagewise line numbering is added to each page. concept settings can be adjusted in the preamble.tex. Use draftclassic in the class options to use the default class draft mode. To
add numbers in draft mode (enabled by default), in the preamble set \setkeys{Gin}{draft=false}. draft=true disables digits To change the watermark text \SetDraftText{DRAFT} To change the position of the watermark text. Standard watermark position is above. The location can be changed to
(above/bottom) \SetDraftWMPosition{bottom} To change the draft version. Standard draft version is v1.0. The grayscale value of the label has changed. Text grayscale value (must be between 0-black and 1-white). Default value is 0.75 \SetDraftGrayScale{0.8} Choosing the Fonts PhDThesisPSnPDF
currently supports three Fonts Times, Fourier and Latin Modern (standard). times: (Cambridge University guidelines recommend the use of the Times). If you specify the Times option in the document class, the Mathptpx or Times font is used with Math Support. fourier: Fourier font with standard
mathematical support (blank): When no font is specified, Latin Modern is used as the default font with Mathematical Support. custom font: Each custom font can be set in the preamble with the custom font option in the document class. The custom font can then be loaded in preamble.tex as a rule:
\ifsetCustomFont \RequirePackage{Your_Custom_Font} \fi Choosing the PhDTherque style PhDThesisPSnPDF currently supports two styles authoryear and numbered (default). Citation style should be set. You also specify the style custombib and customize the bibliography. author year: For author year
citation e.g., Krishna (2013) numbered: (Default option) For numbered and sorted citation for example [1,5,2] custombib: Define your own bibliography style in the preamble.tex file. \RequirePackage[square, sort, numbers, authoryear]{natbib} (Bibtex Styles overview with preview)[ ] If you want to use
biblatex instead of natbib. Enter the custombib option in the document class. In the preamble.tex file, edit the custombib section. Make sure you don't load the natbib package and specify the layout of your credentials in the thesis.tex in the reference section. If you're using biber as a backend, run pdflatex
thesis.tex &gt;&gt; biberthesis &gt;&gt; pdflatexthesis.tex &gt;&gt; biberthesis &gt;&gt; pdflatex thesis.tex. If you use the standard natbib package, you don't have to worry about it. If you choose the phdthesispspdf of the page style, 3 different page styles are defined (header and footer). The following
definition is for twoside layout. To choose a page style, you must include it in the document class options: \documentclass[PageStyleI]{PhDThesisPSnPDF}. Alternatively, the page style can be changed by or \pagestyle{PageStyleII} to add to the thesis.tex. Note: The \pagestyle command overrides
document class options when used worldwide. default (leave blank): For page numbers in Header (Left Even, Right Odd) and Chapter Name in Header (Right Even) and section #. Section name (left Odd). Blank footer. Header (even): 4 Introduction header (Odd) : 1.2 Section name 5 5 : Blank
PageStyleI: For page numbers in header (Left Even, Right Odd) and Chapter Name next to the page number on the side (even left). Section number and section name and page number in odd side header (odd right). Footer is empty. Layout: Header (even): 4 | Introduction header (Odd): 1.2 Section
Name | 5 footer : Blank PageStyleII: Chapter name on even side (left even) in header. Section number and section name in Odd Side Header (odd right). Page numbering in footer. Layout: Header (Even): Introduction header (Odd): 1.2 Section name foot text[centered]: 3 Change the visual style of
chapter headers The visual style of chapter headers can be changed using the titlesec package. Edit the following lines in the preamble.tex file. \RequirePackage{titlesec} ewcommand{\PreContentTitleFormat}{\\titleformat{\chapter}[display]{\scshape\Large} {\Large\filleft{\chaptertitlename}
\Huge\thechapter} {1ex}{} [1ex}{} [1ex}{} [1ex}{} [1ex}{} [1ex}{} [1ex}{} [1ex}{} [1ex}{} [1ex}{} [1ex}{} [1ex}{} [1ex}{} [1ex}{} [1ex}{} {1ex}{} [1ex}{} [1ex}{} [1ex}{} [1ex}{} [1ex}{} [1ex}{} [1ex}{} [1ex}{} [1ex}{} [1ex}{} [1ex}{} [1ex}{} [1ex}{} [1ex}{} [1ex}{} [1ex}{} [1ex}{} [1ex}{} [1ex}{} [1ex}{} [1ex}{1ex}{} [1ex}{} [1ex}{}
[1ex}{} [1ex}{} [1ex}{} [1ex}{} [1ex}{} [1ex}{} [1ex}{} [1ex}{vspace{1ex}\titlerule]} ewcommand{\ContentTitleFormat}{{\titleformat{\chapter}[display]{\scshape\huge} {\Large\filleft{\chaptertitlename} \Huge\thechapter}{1 1ex} {\titlerule\vspace{1ex}\filright} [\vspace{1ex}\titlerule]}
ewcommand{\PostContentTitleFormat}{{\PreContentTitleFormat} \PreContentTitleFormat Custom settings The depth for the table of contents can be set with: \setcounter{secnumdepth}{3} \setcounter{tocdepth}{3} A depth of [3] indicates at a level of \subsubsection or #.#.##. Set as default as 2. Hide
sections to hide sections from appearing in TOC usage: \tochide\section{Section} in your TeX files Define custom caption style for figure and table caption in preamble.tex with: \RequirePackage[small,bf,figurename=Fig.,labelsep=space,tableposition=top]{caption} Debunk the following lines in
preamble.tex to force a figure to appear in a particular location. Use H when recording images. Note H instead of h. \usepackage{float} \restylefloat{figure} Bibliography with Author-year citation in preamble.tex: \RequirePackage[round, sort, numbers, authoryear]{natbib} Line distance for the entire
document can be specified in preamble.tex. Make the desired line spacing undiscovered. for example, the definition of the nomenclature nomenclature definition to use nomenclature in your chapters: omennacle[g-pi]{$\pi$}{ $\simeq 3.14\ldots$} The sorting keys have prefix. In this case, a prefix of g is
used to indicate Greek symbols, followed by -pi or -sort_key. Use one - to separate the sort key from the prefixes. The standard prefixes defined in this class: A or a: Roman symbols G or g: Greek symbols Z or z: abbreviations/abbreviations R or r: Superscripts S or s: X or x: Other symbols U change the
title of nomenclature to notations or symbols in the preamble.tex with: \renewcommandomname Symbols{} TexStudio's standard compile option does not include, Nomenclature Do the following to compose your document with the nomenclature: Options &gt;&gt; Configure TexStudio &gt;&gt; &gt;&gt; User
Commands &gt;&gt; Add User Command Type Omeclature :makenomenclature in the left pane pane makeindex %nlo -s nomencl.ist -o %nls on the execution side. Now you're running the user-defined command runoff tools &gt;&gt; user &gt;&gt; create. You also use the compiling-thesis-windows.bat file
or run it on Unix/Linux/MacOS To-do Notes To include custom to-do notes in your PDF document using \mynote{Hey! I have a note all over your chapters. To activate this feature, you must disapprove of the following rules in preamble.tex. To-do notes are only available in the draft or draftclassic and not in
the final thesis. \ifsetDraft \usepackage[colorinlistoftodos]{todonotes} ewcommand{\mynote}[1] {\todo[author=kks32,size=\small,inline,color=green!40]{#1 <2>0 <5>}} \else ewcommand{\mynote}[1]{} ewcommand{\listoftodos}{} \fi Git hooks You rarely want to make changes to your TeX files that are not
shown in the PDF included in the repo. You automate this process with a git hook. Install the hook with brand hooks (or see how to do it in ./hooks/install.sh). Now every time you commit, if there are files that affect your build have changed in this commit and those changes are more recent than the last
modification of the thesis.pdf, the default goal will be implemented and changes to thesis.pdf git will be added. Changes to all tex/pdf/eps/png/cls files are currently being picked up. This can be changed to ./hooks/pre-commit. Skip the hook with git commit --no-verify. bash-only. General guidelines Why is
it important to follow good practice and not be killed by a Velociraptor ;) To limit the length of the caption in List of Figures, use a [short-title] and {longtitle} for the caption or section: \caption[Caption that you want to display in TOC]{Actual image caption} '\section[short]{title}' To expand close sections are
numbered and disable from appearing in the table of contents use \section *{Section_Name} or \chapter *{Chapter_Name} To exclude only from being listed in the table of contents encapsulate the command section in the \tochide command. \tochide{\section{Section_Name}} the section does not appear in
the table of contents, but the section is numbered. When you include numbers in your tex file, it's a good habit to size your image depending on page size, rather than using absolutes. The following example 0.75\textwidth refers to the image width that is set to 75% of the text width.
\includegraphics[width=0.75\textwidth]{minion} Use a - to separate sort key from the prefixes, for example g-pi indicates the Greek symbol pi. Q1 FAQ: Where do I find the guidelines for formatting the thesis on which this class is based? Q2: Where do I find newer versions of Cambridge University
crest/logos? The university updates her crest every now and then. On this page you will find current logos (subject to changes without notice). Download and exchange the new logos with and/or University_Crest.pdf. I'll try to keep the weapon up-to-date. Q3: Where can I find the guidelines to submit my
thesis and requirements? Prepare to submit: Create styles: Submit the thesis Q4: How can I count the number of words in my thesis? You perform the following command (Linux/Unix): ps2ascii thesis.pdf | wc -w (e.g. result 2713 words) or pdftotextthesis.pdf | wc thesis.txt -w (e.g. result 2690 words) or
texcount -inc *.tex (e.g. result 2341 words) Q5: How do I use a system font (libertine)? To use an open type font with XeLaTeX, select the Customfont option in the document class in thesis.tex. Add the path and font name to the custom font definition in preamble.tex \ifsetCustomFont \setmainfont[ Pad =
./libertine/opentype/, Expansion = .otf, UprightFont = LinLibertine_R, BoldFont = LinLibertine_RZ, % Regular Semibold ItalicFont = LinLibertine_RI, BoldItalicFont = LinLibertine_RZI, % Regular Semibold Italic ] {libertine} ewfontfamily\libertinesystemfont{Linux Libertine O} \fi Use xeLaTeX tooling chain with
LaTeXmk. Q6: I found a bug in the template. Where can I report bugs? Report you problems in our GitHub repository. You also email the developer directly or contact Tim Love, CUED Troubleshooting Alerts W1:I Get the Fancyhdr Package Warning: \fancyhead's E option without twoside option is useless
on input line # or #. What should I do? Nothing. The alert is because the twoside option is also defined in the class, although currently only the oneside option is used. W2: I get the Class PhDThesisPSnPDF Warning: Unknown or non-standard 'something' option. Will see if I can load it from the book class.
If you have an unused global option(s) warning: something then the option is not supported! on input rule #. You try to use an undefined option or non-default option that is in the book class but is not defined in the promotional thesis template. If it can be used it will be loaded and you will get no further
warnings. If not, the option you have chosen is not available. W3: I get LaTeX Warning: Unused Global Option(s):[something]. You're trying to load an option that isn't supported in the PhDThesisClass and The Book Class. Are you sure you're using the right option? Check your spelling! W4: I'm skipping
what's left of this command line # of file thesis.aux @input{Chapter1/chapter1.aux} If you're generating a separate summary for your thesis, ignore this warning and be lucky with your submission. If you create your thesis compilers and see this warning, remove the abstract option from the document class.
W5: I get blank pages between chapters This is normal for a book class. Usually a new chapter in a book always starts on the right, therefore see a blank page. To remove the extra blank page, pass the openany option to the document class. This works for double-sided printing. However, if you print on
one side, you to the document class. W6: My references are not mentioned in the orderly in which I quote them This is controlled by the bibliography style. Use \bibliography{unsrt} in thesis.tex instead of apalike. This only applies to numerically sorted references. Known problem(s) / Bugs / Feature
Requests Hyperlinks do not appear to work in the Post-Script file, but works on DVI and PDF (which is produced from the PS file), possibly viewer restriction rather than a codebug. On older versions of dvips (version 5.97 or lower), if your page margins don't appear properly in your PDF, you'll need to
make sure that you've set up a4paper or a5paper in the document class when composing using DVI &gt;&gt; PS &gt;&gt; PDF. If you're still having problems, run: ps2pdf -sPAPERSIZE=a4 thesis.ps thesis.pdf This issue only occurs when the paperize isn't specified in the document class and you DVI
&gt;&gt; PS &gt;&gt; PDF compilers compilers using an older version (5.97 or lower) of dvips. Open issues can be tracked on . If you want a new feature to be added to the template, create a problem and label it as an improvement. Please fork me on github and make a pull request, if you want to
contribute to the repo. ChangeLog The history of releases can be viewed on ChangeLog Inspirations/Based on Acknowlegments Alex Ridge - original idea, code concepts &amp; testing Steven Kaneti - code concepts Tina Schwamb - testing and bug reports John Plaice - Bug fixes Page 2 Watch 50 Star
526 Fork 256 You are not currently performing that action. You're signed in with a different tab or window. Reload to refresh your session. You've opted out of another tab or window. Reload to refresh your session. We use optional third-party analytics cookies to understand how to use GitHub.com so we
can build better products. Learn more. We use optional third-party analytics cookies to understand how to use GitHub.com so we can build better products. Always update your selection by clicking Cookie Preferences at the bottom of the page. See our privacy statement for more information. We use
essential cookies to perform essential website functions, for example to sign up. More information Always active We use analytics cookies to understand how you use our websites so we can make them better, for example to collect information about the pages you visit and how many clicks you need to
perform a task. Want to know more?
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